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Abstract
This paper discusses how research-based knowledge in the form of an information systems
development method (ISDM) is used in practice. The paper outlines a theoretical model for
analysing the uses of these methods as well as research results in general. The data are mainly
based on research on a consultant’s use of a specific ISDM.
The use of ISDMs is discussed in the terms of a number of functions, and the usefulness of
these functions is illustrated by empirical data.

1. Introduction
There is a need for more knowledge on how practitioners use, adapt and benefit from information systems development methods (ISDMs). The construction of methods is an important issue in the information systems (IS) field, and a considerable amount of research
within IS still focuses on the development of new methods that are meant to guide and
support practitioners working with the development of organizations and information
systems. Even if research within the IS field is closely related to practice, there is still a lack
of understanding of how ISD methods are used in practice (e.g., Wynekoop & Russo, 1995;
Wynekoop & Russo, 1997). We, as researchers, sometimes assume that IS development
methods are considered useful and that they are used the way we had anticipated. The
methods we develop are often based on the rationality of the method designers (Stolterman,
1991) and not enough attention has been paid to what extent ISDMs are used, what parts of a
method practitioners use and how these parts are used.

The purpose of this paper is to shed some light on the way practitioners use and adapt ISDMs.
The paper addresses the issue of how knowledge workers, in this case one consultant who
works with organizational change and development, used an ISD method called Change
Analysis (e.g., Goldkuhl, 1992; Goldkuhl & Röstlinger, 1993), which was developed by
researchers. Hedström (2000) worked with and observed how two consultants working with
organizational change and development used research results in their professional practices1.
As only one consultant, Anders, had an IS focus, the findings presented here are mainly based
on his use of research-based results in the form of an ISD method, but sometimes we refer to
the other consultant as well. He (Fredrik) worked mainly with organizational change and
development from a management and learning perspective. This work was conducted in the
realm of a research project.

2. Knowledge Use
Scientific and everyday knowledge are developed in different ways, using different means and
are to a certain extent based on different values, and, in order to act, we sometimes need to
use knowledge based on research and sometimes knowledge based on everyday experiences.
Knowledge based on science and experiences from our everyday life integrate and co-operate,
and together they constitute the knowledge base we use in our actions. New knowledge
“creeps” (Weiss, 1980) into our consciousness and is mixed with our previous knowledge
base without us knowing. When we act we seldom ask ourselves what type of knowledge we
use—scientific or everyday knowledge based on experience—we are concentrating on acting.
Knowledge is based on experience and develops through action, interaction and reflection.
Knowledge development is an action-oriented as well as a social process. Knowledge is
personal and aims at action. Practical knowledge in the form of methods work, for example,
as a guide to competent action. This indicates a view of knowledge as more than information
or data. Knowledge is developed through an interpretative process when we relate the data or
information to our personal knowledge base, and this process of internalization changes our
conceptions and understanding. A method is a type of knowledge, presented in a systematic
way and made explicit by the method designer with the purpose of guiding the actions of a
future method user. Methods are usually expressed as normative knowledge—knowledge that
can help practitioners perform better work. When a practitioner uses a method designed by a
researcher in the IS field, he or she uses knowledge based on research, and is thus using
research results.

3. Method for Data Collection and Analysis
The study of the use of knowledge is not easy. However, we believe that one fruitful way of
doing this is to conduct a longitudinal, interpretative and deep case study (see Hedström,
2000). The use of knowledge as well as of methods is context dependent, and Wynekoop and
Russo (1995) and Larsen (1980) support this approach. Larsen claims that knowledge use and
development should be studied from a time-perspective and a process-perspective because the
use of knowledge depends on the specific situation and the time of its use (Larsen, 1980:430).
Hedström (2000) worked with and observed the consultants over three years (1996–1999),
and the data collection was a combination of passive and active observation, interviews,
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document analysis as well as more informal conversations. The document analysis covered
the consultants’ project notes, reports and analyses. The analysis was conducted following a
qualitative approach with Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) as the guideline and
source of inspiration. The analysis was inductive and all the findings were grounded in the
empirical data. The data were categorized and formed into a tentative theory without using an
explicit theory or concepts as a basis for the analytical process.

4. The Functions of Research-Based Knowledge
Why do practitioners use research-based knowledge in the form of methods? Methods are
normative knowledge with the purpose of guiding the user so he or she acts in a better and
more competent way. One way of observing the usage of knowledge is to analyse it in terms
of its functions. This has been done earlier in the social sciences, where there have been
several studies on how government officials use research results in decision and public policy
making (e.g., Weiss, 1979; Weiss, 1980; Sunesson & Nilsson, 1989).
In this section, we outline a theoretical framework for the use of ISDMs based on the findings
of Hedström’s (1999; 2000) study, which was sensitized and compared with findings from
other studies (Weiss, 1979; Weiss, 1980; Sunesson & Nilsson, 1989; Molander, 1996; Jensen
& Johansson, 1999)2.
There are, of course, more types of research-based knowledge than methods. Much research
has as its main objective to enlighten or raise certain issues. Research might help us see or
name things we previously did not notice. In this paper, we focus on functions of researchbased knowledge in the form of methods—but these functions are similar to other uses of research-based knowledge. Each knowledge usage involves several functions, even though, at
any given time, there might be one that is more prominent than the others. With ISDMs, the
instrumental function is always prominent. Methods are developed so they can help the
method user act in a better and more competent manner in order to solve certain problems.
Knowledge use is always interactive (compare with Weiss (1979) who sees the interactive
function as one special category), because knowledge constantly integrates with other sources
of influence, and it is very hard to tell what comes specifically from one single source.
The functions of research-based knowledge, and thus also of methods developed by
researchers, are:
- Enlightenment—research might change our perspective and how we view things.
- Orientation3—research and researchers are often able to put words to things that we
already know but have problems in expressing. Research helps us to see, to conceptualize,
and to focus.
- Instrumental—research is used as a means to solve problems.
- Confirmation—as research is seen as something desirable with high status, and results
from research can be used as a way to confirm something one already knows.
- Legitimization—research results can be used as an argument to legitimize and support
decisions or actions ahead of others.
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Enlightenment
Many of the influences that ”creep” (Weiss, 1980) into our consciousness make us change the
way we view ourselves and the world in which we live. Weiss (1979) claims that the
enlightenment function is probably the most common function of research-based knowledge
and we believe that there is always a possibility that the function of enlightenment will occur
in the use of knowledge.
Even if research results in a form of method that might not have been designed primarily to
enlighten, it is nevertheless evident that this sometimes occurs. Methods have an underlying
perspective that not only influences what to focus on (see orientation), but also how to work,
and an ISDM with a different perspective might very well change the method user’s
perspective. One example is Anders who, in his use of Change Analysis, started to work much
more as a tutor than he had previously. He changed his view on how he, as a consultant,
should work with organizations and with change work. Instead of taking on the role of an
expert and conducting the analysis and change work himself, he now works more as a tutor
and tries to motivate and encourage people to work with organizational development and
change work themselves. This is partly because Change Analysis encourages and facilitates
dialogue, cooperation and knowledge sharing. He says, for instance: “We work more as tutors
now, than experts.…it is better if the people who work in the organization do the work
themselves.”
Another example of the enlightenment function is Anders’ change from viewing the
organizational analysis as only a means towards implementing a computer system. Now he
can view an organizational analysis as an important result in its own right. “I used to see
results as something that had been developed, tested and implemented. But now I have
realized that results can also be other things, like the description of the organization that we
did.”
Orientation
Methods help us focus on certain things that the creator of the method believes are important
in order to act. They also create certain intellectual images of reality so the method user can
develop a better understanding of the world with the purpose of acting in a more competent
manner. By clarifying phenomena and putting words to certain issues, methods foster a
specific way of viewing the world and can thus help the method user to act and solve
problems. Fredrik claimed, for instance, that “…research gives us important pictures of
reality. Research can also produce pictures of reality other than the ones you get when you
are always in the middle of it.” Change Analysis focuses, for instance, on such things as
problems, strengths, activities and goals, which help focus the reality.
Instrumental
Often when we talk about the use of practical knowledge as methods, we indicate knowledge
as a way of solving a specific problem by selecting the best means possible. Instrumental
knowledge may consist of general laws, techniques, rules of thumb and specific technical
skills within a profession (Molander, 1996:168). The objectives of research are, with this
view, to develop techniques, technologies and methods that can be used to solve a practical
problem. Anders uses methods developed by researchers as an instrument for solving

problems related to his practice; “…we use action diagrams [a documentation technique used
in Change Analysis (e.g., Goldkuhl, 1992)] much more now.”
Confirmation
In Hedström’s study, confirmation was not explicitly related to the usage of methods, but to
the use of research results in general (Hedström, 1999; Hedström, 2000). Fredrik stated that
“…our previous knowledge was confirmed with this study.” “…the pictures we had before,
were now more articulated and explicitly developed.” … “The importance of working with
and using theoretical knowledge has been strengthened.” Nevertheless, his indicates that the
function of confirmation could also be important in the practitioners’ uses of ISDMs. The
method user might feel more confident if he or she uses a method that has been developed by
researchers.
Legitimization
One function of using research-based knowledge in the form of methods has been to
legitimize the consultants’ work for future and current employers. Anders feels that he can
more easily argue for a comprehensive and thorough organizational analysis when researchers
support this way of working. That research results are used to strengthen arguments and
support decisions is confirmed by earlier studies (e.g., Weiss, 1979; Sunesson & Nilsson,
1988). Anders says: “He [a high-level civil servant in the local government] has realized the
value of having consultants with deep knowledge about the organizations. There has been a
complete change of attitude, thanks to the project. They listen more to us now. Even if the
things we now talk about are the same as before.”

6. Summary and Conclusion
The discussion and analysis of the use of research-based ISDMs in the form of functions has
proved fruitful as it helps us see in what way and in what situations practitioners use research
results as, for instance, in ISDMs. The most common function of using research-based
knowledge as ISD methods seems to be its enlightenment function. The use of knowledge
changes the way we view things, our attitudes and our perspectives. Another more obvious
and perhaps conscious use of research-based knowledge concerns research’s legitimizing
function. We, as researchers, and the IT-consultant we worked with were surprised that
research can have such a high status. Anders experienced a complete change of attitude when
he worked with researchers.
Future research is needed to further ascertain whether these functions are valid in
practitioners’ usages of ISDMs. More interpretative and longitudinal studies are necessary if
we want to understand how practitioners use ISDMs, and we also need to study the use of
ISDMs developed by other practitioners, such as consultants. Knowledge is contextdependent as well as time-dependent and cannot be studied in isolation. We need to study
knowledge and knowledge use when it happens and where it happens.
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